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The following contains the final report on the activities related to the Cooperative Agreement between the human factors research group at NASA Ames Research Center and the Psychology Department at San Jose State University (NCC 2-327). The participating NASA Ames division has been, as the organization has changed, the Aerospace Human Factors Research Division (ASHFRD and Code FL), the Flight Management and Human Factors Research Division (Code AF), and the Human Factors Research and Technology Division (Code IH). The inclusive dates for the report are November 1, 1984 to January 31, 1999. Dr. Jordan, currently a Professor of Psychology at San Jose State University and the Project Director, initiated the agreement in 1984 with Dr. Walter T. Plant. Dr. Plant retired from all grant activities on June 1, 1985. Dr. Jordan was Project Director from that date forward. The Technical Monitors for the cooperative agreement have been Drs. David Nagel (1984-1987), Michael Shafto (1987-1993), and R. Key Dismukes (1993-1999).

Throughout the years, approximately 170 persons worked on the cooperative agreements in one capacity or another. The Cooperative Agreement provided for research personnel to collaborate with senior scientists in ongoing NASA ARC research. As the list details, 72 of these research personnel received the MA or MS degree at San Jose State University. There were some upper-division undergraduates who participated in the agreement. Finally, many post-MA/MS and post-doctoral personnel contributed to the projects. It is worth noting that 10 former cooperative agreement personnel were hired into civil service positions directly from the agreements. The following is a list of the Cooperative Agreement personnel during the period covered by this report:
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